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Belief, Existence,and Meaning

a defined term or phrase. Here also various patterns of belief rray
be introduced, some of them depending upon the user's familiarity
with the definitions of L.
Some readers rnight object that we have tarried too long over
the forms for handling 'X believesso and so'. The forms are crucial,
pivotal forms in the logic of belief, however, and additional ones
will be presentedas we go on. The choice of a form here is determined
to a large extent by one's philosophyof logic, and in turn determinesto
a large extent a whole philosophic view. Failure to be clear about
the forms here, and to choose a satisfactoryone, increasesthe likelihood of failure or confusionin other areasof philosophy.

CHAPT ER

VI

ThePhilosophicImport of
Virtual Classes
There has been occasionalreferencein the above to virtual classes,
and there will be further referencebelow. where fundamental use of
them will be made.What are they, why are they philosophicallyinteresting, and in particular, what role do they play in the logic of belief?
In the presentchapter the attempt is made to answerthesequestionsto
some extent
Our languageis not designedto speakof virtual classes,for there are
no such entities. A virtual classin fact is a mere fiction; like the ghost
of Hamlet's father, 'tis here, 'tis here, 'tis gone-mostly gone. Curiously,
however,discourseconcerningsuch entities,althougha mere maniire de
parler, can be made as exact as one wishesand is subjectto preciselogical laws. Even more curiously, such discourseis not only useful but also
conceptuallyof such interest that it may be viewed as constituting the
very nerve of first-order logic. In fact we can almost go so far as to
say that first-order logic is the theory of virtual classesand relations in
a kind of notational disguise.
Virtual classesare not values for variables in any way, shape,or
form, whereasreal classesare. Here in sum is the difference.However,
an enormousdifferenceit is and one perhapsnot suffiicently recognizcd
either by logiciansor analyticphilosophers.Real classesare valucsfor
variablesin some suitableclass-theoretic
formalism-and likewise for
sets,if one wishesto distinguishin someway bctwecnscts and clnsscs.
Virtual classes,
howcvcr,are ncvcrvalucsfor varinblcsin any formulism
whatsocvcr.
Nor could any formalisnrbc constructcd
in suchn wny thut
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they could be. Virtual classesare classesals ob, and any attempt to
make them real fundamentally alters their character.
The subjecthas been brought to the fore again in the introductory
sectionsof Quine's Set Theory and lts Logic. There, attention centers
upon virtual-classand virtual-relation theory only insofar as they are of
interestfor the subsequent"real thing." Later, Quine mergesthe two in
a most skillful way. Virtual theory, however, is not merely a tool for
mathematics.and the main motives for interest in it are surely philosophical. Quine notes only a few, but there are many more'
First let us sketchbriefly the logic of virtual classesand relationsin
Section1, and then reflect in Section2 upon why it is thought to be of
fundamental philosophic interest. In Section 3 a list of. useful notions
definable in terms of virtual classesis given. In Section 4 we reflect
upon virtual classesof virtual classes,and the like. Somecommentsconcerning real sets and classesare given in Section 5. Finally, in Section
6 we return to the logic of belief and, in terms now of virtual classes,
an improved definition of 'B' is given.
Let us not worry about who first thought up virtual classesor' more
precisely,formulated an exact notation for them with appropriatelaws.
The theory of virtual classesand relations was so called in Quine's lectures in Bra7j[ in I942.r It played a major role in the author's thesisof
1941 (published in 1943), written under the guidance of Frederic
Fitch.2A full developmentof the theory was given in the author's Bonn
lecturesin 1960, similar to that suggestedon pages15-27 of.Set Theory
and lts Logic.
1. Notation. The theory of virtual classesand relationsis primarily
a matter of notation, so it is to notational matters that we should turn
for a moment.
as above,be someformulaof L containing'x'asits
l-et'(-x-)',
only free variable.The formulaleof L are eitheratomicor (recursively)
and
buiit up out of atomicformulaeby medhsof 'V', 'n','(x)','(Er)'
any
or
of
atomic
either
may be
so on. Now the formula '(-x_)'
individual
the
predicates
of
complexity. No matter which, it in effect
x such and such a property, or (equivalently) saysthat x is one among
the individuals having that property. Let us collect all such individuals
and form an expressionfor this collection. We can then use '€', the
usual symbol for 'is a member of,' togetherwith this expression,to say
' O Scntitlo da nova /risrca (Sio Paulo: Martins, 1944), Section 51.
u ..A HornogcncorrsSystcm for Formal Logic," The lournul ol symbolic Logic
I (1 e 43), l-23 .
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that .r is one of this collection. In other words we can defirie the whole
context
( 1)

'x e y>(-y-)'

or, equivalently,essentiallyin Quine's notation,
(2)

'x e {y:-y-}'.

(1) or (2) are defined as wholes, so that the 'e' here and the exhave no meaning in isolation.
pressions'y>(_y_)'
or '{y:-y-}'
With (1) or (2) as a definiendum,the requireddefiniensis merely
'(-a-)',
appropriately.
where'(-x-)'
differsfrom'(-y-)'
is
or'{y:-y-}'
form'y>(-y-)'
Any expressionof the
forrn
to
epsilon
the
inverted
called 'a one-placeabstract'. The use of
abstractsis akin to that of Peano. The colon here, on the other hand,
is often preferred by mathematicians,and there are still other variant
notationsin commonuse.
One variant, specially to be recommendedperhaps,may be given
in which no use is made of 'e' and the abstractoccurs to the left of the
argument variable. Thus,

(3 )

'yt(-y-)

x'

or
(4)

'{y:-y-}x'

may be used in place of (1) or (2). These notationshave the advantageof exhibiting abstractsin the place of primitive predicates.Thus,
where'P'is a primitiveone-placepredicateof L,'Px'and (3) or (4)
have essentiallythe same form. (3) and (4) thus enable us to see
clearly that formulae containing complex predicatesmay be given in
effect the same form as atomic formulae containing only primitive
predicates.
The notationallegerdemainseeminglyachievedby (1) or (2) (or
by (3) or (4)) enablesus to speak as though we were speakingof
classes.Of coursewe are not. Everythingostensiblysaid in terms of
classesis in fact said in terms merely of the primitive notation of L,
which has only individualsas valucsfor its variablcs.
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The foregoing definition yields immediately the three logical
principles:

(s)

' x eyt(-y -)

(6)

'(-:-)

I

(-r-)' ,

) x eyz(-y-)',

and

(7)

'x eye(-y-)

:

(-x-)'.

Quine calls (7) 'the principle of concretion',but it has frequently been
called 'the principle of abstraction'.Actually (5) should perhapsmore
apfly be called 'the principle of concretion' becauseit enables us to
pass,as it were, from an expressioncontaining an abstractto one that
does not. (6), on the other hand, enablesus to passfrom a concrete
form, as it were, to a form containing an abstract, and hence is aptly
a principle of abstraction.
Note that ( 1) and (2) are allowed to contain no free variable
other than'r'. Suppose'(-y-)'were
allowedto containsomefree
occurrence of a variable 'z' other than 'y'. The resulting abstract
would no longer stand for a virtual class,but rather (by
'y t(-l-)',
analogy with a set function) a virtual-classfunction. It is transformed
into an expressionfor a virtual class by replacing all occurrencesof
'z' by an individual constant (or a suitable Russellian description, if
such is available).
In analogousfashion our notation may be extendedto provide for
virtual dyadic relations. Thus, we may define
'x zw>7-..-w-)Y'
'x {nv:-7-w-}

or 'zwt(-z-w-)xY'
y'

o,

'{Zw:-Z-w-}

xy'

merely as
'(-1-y-)',
where '(-x-y-)'
is some formula of L containing 'x' and 'y' as
its only free variables, 'z' and 'w' are any variables distinct from each
other and from 'r' and 'y', and '(-z-1at-)'
differs from '(-x-y-)'
appropriatcly. Similarly, wc ntay go on to virtual triadic rclations, and
so on. Thc abstractshcrc arc rcs;lcclivcly of tw<l und thrcc pluccs.
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2. Why Bother? Why should we trouble ourselvesabout virtual
classesand relations?First of all, we gain a "wealth of notation," as
Quine puts it, "and we have seenhow to define it in such a way as to
recognizeno such things as classesand relations at all except as a defined manner of speaking. A motive for talking thus ostensibly and
eliminably of classesand relations is compactnessof expression."sAll
the laws concerningvirtual classesand relations turn out to be mere
laws of the logic of quantification and identity in disguise,as we shall
note in a moment. These laws are more compact, and often more
intuitive, versionsof the latter. Of course,"compactnessof expression"
is in general achievedby definitions in the real theory also. The more
important motive here surely concernsontic commitment. The various
laws governing virtual entities in no way ontically commit us to such
entities, whereas in the "real' formulation they do.
"Down the centuries,"Quine notes, "a major motive, certainly, for
assumingsuch objects as relations and classesor attributes has been
this kind of [notational] convenience,and we now see that this kind
of conveniencecan be served equally well by a virtual theory that
assumesno such objects after all."a Also, there is little reason 19 think
that down the centuriesreal classesand/or attributeswere being aimed
at any more than were virtual ones. For one thing, the very notion of
being a value for a variable was not too clear. Of courseone may have
specific names for particular classes, relations, universals, patterns,
forms, or whatever,without assumingthat thesenames are in any way
substitutable for variables. Thus one can often treat such objects
virtually with impunity. Also, virtual classesof virtual classescan be
introduced in various restrictedways-no doubt forms of forms, and so
on. History should surely be viewed in the light of presentknowledge.
We have both the virtual and real theories now before us. A detailed
argumentfrom the text would no doubt be required to establishthat any
particular author (metaphysician,logician, or contemporaryanalyst)
was aiming at the real, rather than the merely virtual, notion.
Another closely related point is that for philosophical purposesespecially in contemporary analytic philosophy-most of the reasons
for having classesand relationsat all seemservedequally well by thc
virtual theory.Much philosophicalwriting is so inexactthat the distinction between virtual and real seemspremature. However, in rnorc
sophisticatedwriting, one speakseither of specific classesand rclations or of classesand relations in general,where at most a lurgc
finite or a denumerablenumber is intcnded.Usuallv it is not clcrrr
' Set 'fheory and lt.s lttgic, p. 26.
' Ihid., pp. 26-27.
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which are to be regarded as primitive-expressions for them, that isand which are not. No matter. Such entities, whether expressionsfor
them are primitive or defined, need not be taken as values for variables,
and this is the key point. After all, philosopherstend to be interested
more in specific classesthan in some general theory about all classes.
Also, they tend to be more concernedwith the membersof classesthan
with the classesas such, and theselatter in fact are usually thought of
as being uniquely determined by their members. Whatever classesare,
they are usually thought to be in some sensefunctions of, or at least
dependent upon, their members. Further, philosophers often regard
classesas the extensionsof properties, in which case they are already in
effect virtual. Similar remarks presumablyhold when we turn to classes
of classes.
In view of the consistencyof first-order logic, no inconsistency
can arise in the theory of virtual classes.Hence of course there is no
possibility of constructingembarrassingclassesthat might lead to contradiction. Also, the virtual-class technique provides a very "natural"
way of going about constructing classes,getting them out of their
membershiprather than, as it were, out of thin air.
We have spoken here of ontic commitment only relative to an
object language.However, related comments apply to syntactical and
semanticalmetalanguagesas well. The convenienceof virtual classer
and relationscan equally well be achievedin such metalanguages,
where
use is made of virtual classesof and relations between individuals as
well as of or between expressions, and virtual relations between expressions and individuals. Here is an important matter that Quine
seemsnot to have noted sufficiently.The wholesaleuse of the virtualclass techniquemakes possiblethe restricted semanticalmetalanguages
based on denotation.
However, even if one doesnot wish to acceptsuch metalanguages,
there is still a connectionbetweenvirtual classesand denotation.What
kinds of terms can, in the most propE1sense,be said to denote?According to the Oxford English Dictionory, denotation is "that which a word
denotes . . . ; the aggregateof objects of which a word may be predicated." The use of 'aggregate'here is suggestive.An aggregateis a
collection or agglorneration,or even a virtual class,but not of necessity
a real one. The "words" involved here are words that "may be predicated" of objects. Now, to say that a term is predicable of an object
is not to require that that term designatea real class; it is to require
that that term be such as to stand significantly in the position of a
predicate. Hence, that term can significantly be an expressionfor a
virtual class. Such expressionsare significantly predicable of objects,
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just as expressionsfor real classesare, of course,but without the added
commitment to existence,which is not involved in mere predication
anyhow.
3. Some Useful Notions. Let us reflect, a little more fully than
Quine does, upon the vast number of useful logical notions that may
be construedvirtually. Ordinarily it has beensupposedthat the definition
of thesenotions presupposesthe full resourcesof class or set theory.
That this is not the case is occasion not only for some surprise but
for rejoicing as well. For conveniencein listing theseideas we shall use
the terminology of Principia Mathzmatica.
Tbe in:clusionand identirl, of virtual classesare clearly definablein
the usual way. A given virtual class is included in a virtual class if
and only if every memberof the one is a memberof the other. Identical
virtual classesare then those that mutually include one another. The
various Boolean notions are readily definable.The logical sum of two
virtual classesis the virtual classof all x's such that x is a member of
one or the other, perhapsof both. Similarly the logical product of twg
virtual classes,the negation of a virtual class, the universal virtual
class, and the null virtual class may be introduced. And similarly for
relations.(See *2G*25 of. PM.)
Russelliandescriptions(*14), phrasesof the form 'the one so-andso', are of course definable without use of virtual classesor relations.
Descriptivelunctions (*30), phrasesof the form 'the one individual
which bears R to y', are now ,definable where R is a given virtual
dyadic relation. Given a virtual dyadic relation, lts converse (*3lJ
may be introduced.We may go on to referentsand relata of a given term
with respectto a given dyadic virtual relation (*32), to domains, converse domains, and fields of. a virtual dyadic relation (*33), to the
relative product of two dyadic virtual relations (*34), to dyadic virtual
relations with limiled domains and converse domains including Cartesian productr (*35), to plural descriptivetunctions (*37), to the
theory of operations (*38), to unit classesand cardinal couples (*5L,
*54), to ordinal couples(*55), to one-many,many-one,and one-on:e
virtual dyadicrelations(*7L, *72, *74). The notionshere are definable
essentiallyas in PM, with some minor changeshere or there, and most
of the theoremsgiven there are now provable for virtual classesand
relations. The omitted notions and theoremsare mainly of interest for
the foundationsof arithmetic and involve fundamentally higher logical
types. Thus most of Volume I of. PM, other than the material spccifically concernedwith mathematics,can readily be handledvirtually.
We can pressthc theory of dyadic virtual relationsstill furthcr,
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to include the notion of. a relation contained in diversity (*200), of a
transitive, intransitive, and nontransitive relation (*20I), of a symmelrical, asymmetrical,and nonsymmetricalrelation, of a reflexive, irreflexive, and,nonreflexiverelation, of a connectedrelation (*202), of.
a serial relation (*204), of.a partial ordering relation, and of a simple
ordering relation. No doubt there are other useful notions to be gained
if we were to pressfurther. This list is by no means complete, but let
it sufficefor the moment to convinceus of the wealth of logical notions
definable virtually.
If now we take into accountthe nonlogical primitive predicatesof
L, further notions are of course definable. As an example, suppose
a relation of discreteness
betweenindividuals were availablein L (either
primitively or defined), in the sensethat the individuals that are its
arguments are spatio-temporal objects having no palt in common.6
Given a virtual classF of suchentities,we say that an individual x is the
lusion of F if and only if for every e, z is discretefrom x if and only if
z is discretefrom every member of F. We say that the spatio-temporal
individual x is a part of y if and only if every individual discretefrom
y is discretefrom x. Then a spatio-temporalindividual .r is the nuclew
of a virtual classF if and only if for every z, z is a part of .r if and only
if e is a part of every member of F. The theory of discretenessand
attendant notions is contained in the so-called calculus ol individuals,
strictly, the calculus concernsan uninterpretedrelation of discreteness,
whereashere we have been speakingof discretenessonly as applied to
spatio-temporalobjects.The relation here is thus not strictly a relation
of logic but presumablyof the theory of spaceand time. In any event,
the notions of fusion and nucleus are no doubt useful notions. And
similarly for other virtually definablenotions basedon other nonlogical
primitives.
4. Vfutual Classes of Virtual C}asses.Are there such things as
virtual classesof virtual classes,or virtual classesof virtual relations,
or virtual relationsbetweenvirtual classes?Well, literally, no. However,
a maniire de parler for such can often be achievedin restricted contexts. We have noted above,for example,that the notion of a transitive
virtual dyadic relation is definable.To say that R is transitive is merely
to say that for any x, y, and z, rf xRy and yRz then .rRe. The very word
'transitive' here is in effect an expressionfor a virtual class of dyadic
virtual relations.And similarly for many other virtual classesof or relationsbetweenor amongvirtual classesand/or relations.o
n Scc H. S, Leonurd
nnd N. Goodman, .'Thc Calculus of Indivirluats and Its
Uses," I'lrc lournul ol Symholic l.,rtglcS (1940), 4j-j5.
" Cf. uguin thc nrcthodn unctl in "A Honrogcncout Synlcnr for l;ormnl Logic."
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We can explicitly introduce a notation for virtual classesof virtual
classesby a straightforward adaptation of (1) or (2) of Section I
above. Let'F' and 'G' possibly with primes now be or abbreviate any
one-placeabstract.Pick out now some 'F' containing no free variables
and let it function as a second-ordervariable of abstraction,so to speak.
Then
'Ft(-F-)

G'

or
'{F:-F-}

G'

may now be regardedas expressingthat the virtual classG is a member
And similarly
of the virtual class of all classesF such that (-F-).
for virtual dyadic relations between virtual classes,for which
'G FF')(-,F-,F'-)

G" or 'FF't(-F-F'-)

'G {FF|;-F-F'-}

G" or'{FF':-F-F'-\

GG"

or
GG"

give us a suitable notation. These abstractsare second-orderabstracts.
Similarly there are second-orderabstractsfor triadic relations,and so on.
For all of these abstractsthere are also appropriate principles of concretion and abstraction.
Further, second-orderabstractsfor virtual classesof virtual relations, for virtual relationsbetweenor amongvirtual relationsor between
or among virtual classesand virtual relations, may be introduced in
similar fashion. Of course,the use of all such abstractsintroducesnothing essentiallynew that is not already contained in first-order logic.
The theory of virtual classesand relations and first-order logic,
we see then, are in effect one and the same. Arithmetic, and therewith
mathematics and/or set theory are something in addition, to be provided for by specificnonlogical primitives. And similarly for any other
deductivediscipline. On this meaningfor 'logic' the logistic thesis,that
all mathematicsis reducible to logic, is of course false, just as is the
correspondingthesisconcerning,say, quantummechanics.A key problem for the philosophyof mathematicsis then what nonlogical primitive
or primitivcs to adopt, and with what entitiesas arguments,and what
bcst to postulatcconccrningthcn. Thc set-thcorcticapproachto arithnrctic is mcrcly one out of many, but not ncccssarilythc nlost satisfuctory,
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Note, incidentally,that the phrase 'there exists a virtual class
such that. .', althoughstrictly meaningless,may still be used occasionally or in restricted contexts. To say, for example, that there exists a
universal virtual classis to say in effect that there exists an abstractof
such and such a kind denoting all objects.To say that such and such a
virtual class exists is to speak in a semantical metalanguageto the
effect that such and such an expressiondenotessuch and such objects.
It might be thought that our theory is intimately linked with
nominalism,but this is not, it would seem,the case.Nominalists avoid
assumingthat there are such things as real classesor relations. Hence
of course the virtual technique is serviceableto the nominalist. That
it is also of interest to the set-theoreticrealist is shown in euine's
book, for example,where a realist position as to the existenceof sets
is taken hand in hand with an extensiveuse of virtual classes.
Also it might be thought that virtual classesare linked in some
way with finitism. It might be presumed that finite sets are virtually
definable by complete enumeration,whereas infinite sets are not. To
presume this is to miss the crucial point that virtual classesare not
values for variables,whereasreal sets, finite or infinite, are.
5. sets and classes.Finally, we should consider a terminological
recommendation:hereafter to use 'class' solely for virtual classesand
'set' for the real thing. when philosophers speak of classes it is
usually, or at least often, a virtual class that is meant-or if not, what
is said can usually be rephrasedappropriately so as to involve only a
virtual class.Mathematiciansgenerallyseemto prefer the word ,set' to
'class'.Setsare real mathematicalentities,as are setsof sets,and so on.
However, in the usage being recommended,classesare not, and the.
very phrase'classof classes'is already a little barbarous,and in fact is
meaninglessaccordingto some set theorists.
Quine is usually-and indeedunusually-fastidious in his terminology, but in set Theory and lts Logic he has perhapsmissedthe opportunity to straighten out this terminology once and for all. euine uses
'set' and 'class' "almost interchangeably,"as he puts it, but follows
von Neumann in holding that not all classesare capableof being members of classes.Those that are, are sets, those that ure not, ar"
"ultimate classes,"as Quine calls them. The word 'set' has more currency than 'class' in mathematicalcontexts,but euine favors the word
'class' to 'set' except in calling the whole subject ,set theory,. Why not
use 'set' for sets, 'class' for virtual classes,and then 'ultimate set' for
those special entities incapable of being members but that may have
members?(These special entities may in fact be virtual classes,as in
Bernays' systemof 1958, as euine points out, or they may be values
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for a spccinlsort of variablc,as in Bernoys'carliersystem.)7This tcrand would hclp to remind philosophcrs
minotogywould be unambiguous
and mathematiciansof their proper concern with virtual classesand
with sets or other mathematicalobjects, respectively.That there may
be various kinds of sets,some of them "ultimate," need occasionno
surprise. Nonetheless,the notion of an ultimate set is surely ad hoc,
introduced merely to help avoid contradictions,and its artificiality adds
fuel to the argumentsof those who are suspiciousof the mathematical
notion of set anyhow. A satisfactoryaccount of the notion of a virtual
class, however, may be given quite independently,as we have seen,
an accountthat seemsadequatefor purposesother than those of founding mathematics.For this latter task we should perhapslook to notions
other than that of set, so that even in mathematicsthe virtual technique
may perhapsbe made to suffice.This, however, is quite another topic.
Let us turn again to the topic of belief, with virtual classesnow
at hand.
6. Virtual Classesand Belief. It should be noted that in all tho
analysesof 'B' and 'K' given in the preceding chapters,B and K aro
regarded as (n f k * 4)-adic relations, depending on the number of
arguments.One of these arguments,for the condition of belief, is a
linguistic expression,and that this be the case is essentialfor all of
the analysesthus far. It seemsvery difficult to seehow the experimenter
E can test X's beliefs comPletelyother than by taking into account X's
behavior as well as his reactionsto certain sentencesof some language
L. Surely if beliefs are to be put to the test, as has been emphasized
throughout, some such depeqdenceon X's reactionsto languageseems
essential.X may or may not know L, in which case his reactions arc
studiedby E in somelanguageknown to X.
We have noted abovethat Church, who seemsto advocateanalyz'
ing belief in terms of "propositions," wants beliefs to be empirically
testable.However,X's belief ssagslning someproposition can be tested,
it would seem, only by referenceto some sentencethat that proposition "expresses." In short, all analyses of belief seem to involvc
relativity in some fashion or other to the languagein which the belief
is formulated; the condition of belief must be expressedin some languageor other as object language.
Irt us consider now another handling of belief in which no
t P, Bernays, "A System of Axiomatic Set Theory," The lournal ol Symbollc
Losic 2 (1937),65-77; 6 (194r), l-17;7 (1942),65-89, 133-145; 8 (1943)'
89-106; 13 (1948), 65-79; and 19 (1954), 8l-96; and P' Bernavs and A. A.
Fraenkel, Axiomatic Set Theory (Studies in Logic and the Foundatlons ol
Mathematics, Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Co., 1958).
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relativization to language is explicitly indicated in the definiendum.
In other words, a definition of 'B' will be proposedwith no senterneor
sententialfunction as an argumentfor the condition of belief, but rather
a suitable virtual class. This does not mean that relativization to language is avoided in the sensethat the relation Acpt with a sentence
as one of its argunents plays no role in the definiens. To the contrary,
here as elsewherethe experimenter tests X's belief by taking into
accountX's acceptanceor rejection of some sentence.
Consider again the case of a sentenceexpressingX's belief that
contains only one primitive predicate constant and only one primitive
individual constant.I*t '(-x-)'
as abovebe somesententialfunction
of Z containing just one variable 'r'. We then let
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that
be a little more explicit about this case than above'.Supposealso
also
there is some L' that ne does know, and which of course is known
thesc
state
2,.
To
of
sentences
to
reactions
X,s
to E. E then can test

'X Bn P,Y,x2(-16-),1'
be short for
'There are expressionsD, c, and d of. L such that (1) for
all z, bDenz if and only rf.Pz, (2) cPrNmy, (3) b is a
primitive one-placepredicate constant of L and the only such
occurring in a, (4) c is the only primitive individual constant
of Z occurring in d, (5) d differs from o only in containing
occurrencesof the individual constant c wherever there are
free occurrencesof the variable 'x' in d, and (6) X Acpts d,t',
where in place of 'd' we put in the structural-descriptivename of
and in place of 'P' any primitive one-placepredicate con'(-r-)'
stant.
This again is not a definition, but rather a definition schema
covering as it were an infinity of definitions. For specific P and
say'P'and'(P.rY nPx)', the definienshere may be read
'(-x-)',
'X believes at I (according to {) of P's and of y that y is a member of
the virtual classxr(PxV
-Px)'.
This definition schema may readily be generalized to sentences
containing any finite number of primitive individual or predicate
constants,as in Chapter V, Section I 1.
The generalizationof this definition schema as well as that of
Chapter V, Section lI, are thought to be of especialinterest. In fact,
all the preceding analysesof 'B' may now be regarded merely as
heuristics for these two. Of the two, the present one has the greater
interest.It embodiescompletelythe idea that only nonlinguisticentities
be referred to in the definienda,even if only nominally so.
Supposefor the moment thet X does not know L at all. Lct us

Tarski, in Der llahrheitsbegrifi. Even if one were to obejct to its usc'
this would not impair the foregoing analysis.It would merely limit E
to employing u m-tdanguage constructedin such a way as to contain
as a part a language knowq to XA similar definition schemamay be given for 'K' in terms of the
semanticaltruth concept.Of coursetheseschematamay be generalized

facts, propositions,events,and related topics.

